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Executive summary

This report analyzes the status of Supply Chain Cybersecurity in Global Mobility and 
provides important insights into key areas of concern, as well as available solutions. 

We’ll start with the bad news; existing practices for protecting employee data in the 
Mobility industry are outdated and represent an extremely high risk. 

Regardless of employee’s signing a waiver or entering into an agreement to share 
their data, employers are liable for employee data transferred down the supply chain, 
and for any data exposed in a data breach. 

Even if a data breach resulted from a downstream vendor (a vendor managed by a 
direct corporate vendor) the employer is liable, and the damage to its reputation is 
guaranteed. 

Significant fines (>$20m)

Embarrassment for the employer brand

Loss of employee trust

Business interruption
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The negative consequences include:
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According to the benchmark survey, 

The survey also found that many Mobility leaders think their liability ends with direct 
vendors which is, unfortunately, wrong.

The impact of a data breach can be severe; 
 

The situation is no better from the vendor’s point of view with 

 

The good news is that awareness is high and there are specific steps that employers 
and vendors can take today to reduce the impact on their organization. In the final
part of this report we’ll share some best practices, as well as Benivo’s solution to 
mitigate the risk and impact of a data breach.  Benivo’s solution reduces the risk by

The result is to maintain or even increase supplier diversity, allowing employers to 
decouple managing cybersecurity threats from the service delivered by downstream 
vendors.

50%

64%

40%

97%

of vendors revealing that their organization doesn’t follow 
basic information security practices, and have low trust in 
their organization’s ability to protect their clients’ data, despite 
understanding the importance of it.

of employers are concerned about losing their job in the event of a 
serious data breach due to a vendor.

of businesses reported a data breach due to a vendor or downstream 
vendor.

compared to solutions offered by RMC’s and Assignment Management 
solutions without replacing existing vendors.
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Survey demographics

40% 2%
15%43%

EMEA Latin America

APACNorth America

17% 13%
15%55%

0-999 1000-9,999

100,000+10,000-99,999

23% 18%
19%26%

200-499 0-49

2000+50-199

Country of HQ

Organization size

50 organizations participated in this survey

Definitions: Vendors & downstream vendors

For the purposes of this survey, we’ll define a ‘vendor’ as a company with a direct 
service contract with an employer (or a corporate), and ‘downstream vendor’ as any 
company serving the employer indirectly. For example, if an employer has an RMC 
managing temporary housing, then the RMC is the primary vendor and the temporary 
housing provider is the downstream vendor. 

Number of employees

Number of moves per year

14% 500-1,999
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Data breaches already impact 
the Mobility Industry

of employers reported a data breach by a vendor or 
downstream vendor.40%

A very large number of employers have experienced a data breach due to their 
vendors or downstream vendors. As Global Mobility handles some of the most 
sensitive employee data, the importance of protecting it is high and the results of a 
data breach are significant. 

The negative consequences include:

Significant fines and financial penalties that can reach 4% of the annual 
turnover or $20m, whichever is higher

PR nightmare - one employer had information about a Mobility vendor data 
breach they experienced last year published by 100 publications

Business interruption - participating companies indicated that the 
administration associated with a data breach was significant and not just 
limited to their team. It involved several stakeholder teams including: 
Executive leadership, business organization leadership, HR organization 
leadership, legal, vendor compliance, communications, affected employees 
and security teams

Embarrassment for the employer brand

Loss of employee trust
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This is not the RMC’s problem. It’s the employer’s problem.

Most employers have robust internal information security and vendor compliance 
teams who vet direct vendors, but that’s not enough. Downstream vendors are not 
vetted by the employer and a significant portion of the risk lies with them.

On average, a vendor manages 165 downstream vendors, with RMC’s managing 
(directly and indirectly) thousands of downstream vendors.

As the majority of these vendors are small companies with 50-100 employees, who 
are often part time and self-employed, it’s not a surprise that their cybersecurity 
practices are below the required standard. For example, access to employees’ 
personal information is often held for a long period of time and vendor employees 
use personal devices (rather than company devices) to contact the employees. 

Most employers don’t know that they are also liable for a 
downstream vendor data breach. In fact, 55% answered this 
question with “I don’t know”. 

Who is liable for a data breach by a vendor? 

Many employers think a data breach is the vendor’s problem. 
Unfortunately, this is incorrect. If a vendor or downstream vendor 
has a data breach, the employer can still be liable. However, it’s not 
just the potential legal or financial consequences to be concerned about. 

Arguably, the intangibles are more severe. Employees are the ones impacted, and 
the employer reputation, business processes and trust are damaged. No one wants 
to go to a company executive to tell them “I’m really sorry, but remember that home 
survey you did with a full list of all your personal belongings, their value, and your 
new address? It’s all been exposed on the darknet to any hacker who wants to 
access it”. 

Only 56%
Answered this 

correctly
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Vendors know their cybersecurity solutions are not good enough

How confident are you that your current solutions sufficiently protect you from a 
data breach risk?

Highly protectedI’m very concerned
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14.3%

45.7%

11.4% 14.3% 14.3%

of vendors say their company hasn’t experienced a data 
breach, but only 57% of them say their downstream 
vendors haven’t experienced a data breach.

80%

This outlines two significant issues:

Many vendor employees don’t know that their company has experienced a breach in 
the past, so won’t implement learnings to avoid future breaches

1

2

The vendors don’t realize that they are liable for their downstream vendors

The vendors don’t communicate the risks of a data breach internally and the 
consequences when such a breach occurs 

The employees’ personal information is stored in many different places, and it’s 
unmonitored and unreported. What’s more, it’s likely that the number of actual data 
breaches is significantly higher than those reported. 
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Issues with existing Cybersecurity solutions

Unfortunately, the current solutions on the market are outdated, manual and deficient 
at mitigating risk without any supporting technology. The status quo model also has 
poor implications for supply chain diversity and may mean that the best local service 
providers are passed over. 

The Global-Local structure of the Global Mobility Supply Chain means that employee 
Personal Identifiable Information (PII) is handled by many entities and stored for a 
long period of time. 

Data breach example
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Solution

Layered defense cyber security 
solution reducing the risk of a 
data breach by 97%.

Protecting future, present, 
and past data.

Risk: Access to information stored for 7+ years!

Corporate is responsible for verifying security with ALL 
downstream vendors given the liability

Benivo acts as the vault for all 
employee PII.

• Multi-layer defense solution
• Only necessary PII provided 

as needed 
• Enables diversity of 

downstream vendors (up to 
65% are small business)

• Corporate can use the same 
vendors

• Separates supply from 
delivery

Tax 
consultant

Spouse 
support

Housing 
provider A

RMC

Pet shipment

Employee

Immigration

Temp 
housing

Housing 
provider B

Data breach risk

Data breach risk

Data breach risk

Contact details

Contact details

Contact details

Contact details

Corporate

Benivo secured

Benivo secured

Benivo secured

Benivo secured

Reduce data breach risk by 97% with Benivo



How severe are the consequences if the Mobility program experiences a data 
breach that exposes employee data?

Will a significant financial fine for your organization due to a vendor data breach 
(direct or downstream) impact your job security?

How important is data security to your organization?
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20%

23.3%

0%

9.3%

0%

4.7%

0% 0% 4.4%

20%

37.2%

60%

25.6%

86.7%

8.9%

Low

Not at all

Not at all

Extremely high

Severe impact

Extremely important
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The information is shared with all downstream vendors. Many are small businesses, 
so the risk of a data breach is significant. 



What vendors can do

Evaluate the effectiveness of current security measures. Obtaining 
certification from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO 
27001) for information technology and security techniques provides current 
and future cloud service customers independent assurance that demonstrates 
compliance with important confidentiality, integrity and security controls 

Conduct regular audits and penetration tests. Cybersecurity is constantly 
evolving. It is not enough to make a one-off investment, and you should check 
your systems, processes, and knowledge on the latest threats regularly  

Invest in training & education. Ensure your employees are aware of the risks 
and how to mitigate them  

Minimize the exposure to PII. As much as possible, remove the use of PII 
within your organization
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How          can help

Benivo has partnered with world-leading cybersecurity experts to develop a 
technology solution that reduces the risk and impact of a data breach by 97%, 
compared with the best RMC’s and Assignment Management Solutions. The solution 
is built on a layered defense model and dramatically changes how data is managed. 
Benivo’s solution can be implemented without changing vendors. This means 
that an employer can continue to use its existing vendors while ensuring that its 
employees are protected and that the Global Mobility program is not creating risk 
with its operations. Our solution opens doors to increasing supplier diversity as it 
allows employers to work with any vendor on the market without compromising 
cybersecurity, including small, local businesses. Benivo manages and mitigates the 
cybersecurity risk as a service to employers. 

To learn more about the solution, please contact us at marketing@benivo.com 
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About Benivo 

Benivo brings a decade of award-winning 
experience developing HR technology 
and finance solutions for relocating 
employees, Global Mobility teams and 
their vendors with a proven system that 
receives a 70+ Net Promoter Score (NPS) 
from its clients. Benivo’s client base 
includes Google, GE, CGI, Mondelez, 
Bayer, Bloomberg, Phillips 66, ExxonMobil, 
KPMG, Unity and 50 top employers. Benivo’s technology provides an end-to-end 
solution to manage all mobility needs on a single platform, leveraging AI and Machine 
Learning to unlock significant cost savings, data analytics, and dramatically improve 
the employee experience. 

and 50 more top employers who collectively rate Benivo with an NPS of 70+. 

Benivo’s client base includes 
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Benivo.com

Marketing@benivo.com

http://www.benivo.com
mailto:marketing@benivo.com

